
From sprawling landscapes to low-angle shots of a skateboarder in action, one can never cease to 
admire the awe-inspiring wonders of nature and life’s astounding moments. Photographers and 
videographers alike will now be able to capture the best action in swift motion and never have the 
fear of missing out with the new D780. This latest model, succeeding the Nikon D750, delivers 
amazing refinements in image quality, performance and versatility.

The new D780 sets the standard for next-generation cameras featuring evolved autofocus (AF) 
system with easy-to-view optical view finder and high AF precision in low light situation. As a result, 
shooting with higher accuracy is achieved with no time lag and better clarity. The D780 is further 
complemented by NIKKOR’s extensive selection of high-performance interchangeable F mount 
lenses along with improved battery life all condensed into a compact, high performing body.  

V E R S A T I L I T Y  M E E T S  A G I L I T Y

• 24.5mp BSI Sensor
• ISO 100 to 51,200 
• 7fps Continuous Shooting w/ D5 AF Algorithm
• 51-Point AF System via Optical View Finder
• 273-Point Hybrid AF System in Live View
• Dual UHS-II SD Card Slots
• 4K UHD and Slow Motion Video
• 4K HLG & N-LOG External Recording
• 12fps Silent Live View Shooting 
• 2260-shot battery life
• In-camera battery charging
• Snapbridge Connectivity



V E R S A T I L I T Y  M E E T S  A G I L I T Y

Capture Subjects with Precision 
For viewfinder shooting, the D780 uses a 51-point AF 
system, employing an algorithm from the Nikon D5 
which delivers powerful focus acquisition and 
performance. 

In Live View shooting, experience smoother and faster 
AF accuracy with the a Hybrid 273-point AF system 
which covers approximately 90% of the image area. 
Featuring adjustable focus speed & sensitivity, along 
with face and eye detection AF.

Perfect for subject acquisition during night shots and 
concerts, the D780 excels in low-light illumination AF 
detection down to -5.0 EV3 and -7.0 EV4. Swiftly 
capturing all the action in high-speed continuous 
shooting at up to approximately 7fps with both 
viewfinder shooting and live view photography using 
the mechanical shutter.

Expressive Movie Making Capabilities
Featuring a 24.5 megapixel back side illuminated sensor 
the D780 offers excellent low light sensitivity with an ISO 
range up to 51,200 and expandable up to 204,800.

The D780 also supports 4K UHD with full pixel readout, 
Full HD/120p recording allowing users to record movies 
that make the most of wide-angle lenses' and broad 
angles of view delivering edge to edge sharpness. 

For the videographers and video creators, the D780 
features 10-bit N-Log profile or the new HDR (HLG) 
profile for true-to-life movie output with HDMI 10-bit 
output. This HDR (HLG) picture profile supports instant 
HDR workflow which allows acquisition of rich tonal 
gradation movies without colour grading. 

Ingenious operability and connectivity
The D780’s touch-operable, tilting, high-resolution, 
approx. 2359k-dot, 3.2-in. monitor enables detailed 
confirmation of the subject during playback zoom. 

Other significant D780 features include its energy 
saving design that supports longer shooting time, and a 
double memory card slot compatible with UHS II SD 
cards. 

A new user interface with flexible and easy-to-see i
menu is introduced similar to the Nikon Z-Series. These 
features enable users the ability to capture their 
creations with much ease and convenience.

The addition of Snapbridge connectivity adds seamless 
image transfer to smart device and remote operation of 
the camera in stills and video.


